HONORING

Mike Gorman

For 25 years of dedication to the cause of Mental Health and to his next 25 years in this challenging endeavor.

E. G. Marshall
Toastmaster

January 25, 1972
National Press Club  Washington, D.C.
After a rather controversial but deeply rewarding stint of 21 years in the schizophrenic city on the Potomac, during which I now confess for the first time that I did willfully and without malice participate surreptitiously and otherwise in calculated annual raids upon the Federal Treasury on behalf of the health of the American people, I am grateful for, and astounded by, the audacity and courage of all of you good people who are publicly and openly risking fortune, fame and political futures by attending this testimonial for a man who believes that Human Capital - rather than the devalued gold at Fort Knox - is the most precious resource of the fair Republic.

In appreciation of your kindness, I hereby invite you all to join the streamlined 1992 Health Foss. We guarantee you the budget-busting thrill of a lifetime. We've a little short of horses - we needed quite a few stallions for the upcoming primary sweepstakes - so BYOT (Bring Your Own Tack). See you on the Hill.

Gratefully,

[Signature]

[Handwritten name]